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Abstract— Databases are the “Backbone” of any Information Systems. Relational Database Management System is the base 
for many legacy databases. RDBMS are great, with SQL being a rich, declarative query language and have the advantage of 
enforcing referential integrity, ACID (Atomicity Consistency Isolation Durability) semantics and are well understood by 
developers. RDBMS also support efficient usage of storage space if data is properly normalized and is also well supported by 
popular frameworks and persistence frameworks. But at the same time, there are some well known overheads associated with 
relational databases, where first comes the Object/relational impedance mismatch, where it is complicated to map rich domain 
model to relational schema. Secondly, relational schema is rigid where it is difficult to handle semi-structured data and 
schema changes. The extremely difficult or impossible scaling contributes to the third disadvantage. And one more caveat is 
the storage of audio, video and big data.  

NoSQL database technologies came into reckoning to provide a solution for the same. NoSQL databases have come into 
force with an ability to store and retrieve huge volumes of data, without complex transactions. Many more value added 
features to handle Cloud Computing, Big Data and Agile development and many more. A document oriented database 
MongoDB introduced by 10Gen in 2007 is one of the NoSQL databases. It offers storage of huge documents, audio and video 
files, scalability, performance, high availability without complex transactions as no need of joins. 

We will discuss more about the architecture, features and use cases of MongoDB 
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I. WHAT IS MONGODB 
 

MongoDB is an open source document oriented 
database developed and supported by 10gen. It is 
available under general public license and commercial 
license. From 10gen point of view ‘MongoDB is 
scalable, open source, high performance and 
document oriented database’. A table in RDBMS 
called as a collection, record is called as document in 
MongoDB. It stores documents in BSON (just like 
JSON) format. It is not mandatory in a document 
oriented database to have same number of fields like 
RDBMS. 

 
Ex: { 
  
_id:”123” 
 Name:”Swathi” 
  
Project:”MongoDB” 
} 
 
The data stores in key-value pair format just like 

above example. Even MongoDB has a query language, 
so NoSQL doesn’t mean we can’t query. JavaScript 
can be used in queries. 

Ex: db.employees.find ({_id:123}) 
The above query searches for the data with the id value 
123. 

 
MongoDB supports ad hoc queries, indexing,  

 
master-slave replication, and duplication of data in 
order to make system always up, load balancing and 
horizontal scalability and also supports map reduce 
functionality which offers same functionality as SQL 
Group By clause. It has special support for locations 
which means understands longitude and latitude 
natively and also capped collections which can be 
imagined as circular queues. [2] 

 
Recently in 2013 10Gen released a stable version 

for MongoDB is 2.4. MongoDB has been already used 
by MTV networks, MTV, SAP AG, Foursquare, and 
Source forge etc. The database supports Windows, 
Linux, OS X, and Solarisis. 
 
II. TECHNICAL BENEFITS OF USING 

MONGODB 
 

The key features mentioned above along with best 
support do help the businesses compared to the other 
database models. Mongo DB is mainly built for high 
performance, high availability and scalability.  We 
can scale to handle large volumes of data and scale to 
handle enormous load and also can scale to handle 
topology changes due to unplanned growth and 
unpredictable failures. 

 
Let us know why to choose MongoDB by knowing 

its architecture and amazing features more in detail. 
 

A. MongoDB Architecture 
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The shown figure 1 represents typical architecture 
of MongoDB. As shown the config servers, mongos, 
shards and replica are main components of MongoDB. 
Here yellow boxes (config servers) plays an important 
role, if config server fails no shards can be added. 
Green boxes (mongos) are the schedulers and it is 
client’s access point. Blue boxes (Shards) are the 
machines where the DB data is going to be stored. A 
replica set is typically composed by three blue boxes 
that will contain same data. It will have primary that 
creates replica set. If primary fails, it will be elected 
other primary among other blue boxes. 

 
Figure 1: MongoDB Architecture 

 
The core processes of MongoDB are mongo, 

mongod and mongos. mongo [6] -> it is the shell 
through which users will be connecting to mongos 
instance. 

mongos -> using mongos client requests for data 
and then mongos redirects request to the config server. 
Config servers are the one who stores meta data, so 
when request comes from client, it directs to the 
appropriate shard which is holding the data, in a way 
provides high performance. 

mongod -> a shard as represented in above figure 
can be a mongod or a replica. Shard is the one which 
contains data. 
B. High Availability due to MongoDB  

MongoDB cluster will perform as per the demand 
and functional goals of the system during normal 
operating conditions. Uncontrollable actions like 
hardware shut down can affect the systems using other 
data models adversely. MongoDB system provides 
configurable data redundancy for all its software 
components. 
 

MongoDB stores the data as json-documents and 
uses flexible schema. There won’t be any change in 
development and transaction rate as data will be 
expanded dynamically without the need to reconfigure 
database. MongoDB maintains multiple copies of data 

called replica sets using in-built replication. As replica 
failover is automated in MongoDB, there is no need to 
manually check at inopportune times. 

 
Let us see how to achieve high availability using 

Replication feature in MongoDB. 
1) Replication 

Replication means keeping copies of data in order 
to avoid unavailability or loss of data when any 
manual or hardware failure occurs. 

The below figure 2 represents a simple 3 member 
Replica Set with member ‘A’ as primary and ‘B’,’C’ 
as secondary. Say if member ‘A’ fails, then ‘B’ will 
take over as primary based on the priority until 
member ‘A’ recovers. Only one server (primary or 
master) is allowed to write in order to maintain 
consistency and all read operations will be handled by 
secondary. The above model with no down time allows 
High Availability. 
 

 
Figure 2: Replication in MongoDB 

 
Replica sets also provides operational flexibility. 

Say if you need to perform hardware upgrade on all 
members of the replica set, you can do upgrade each 
secondary replica without impacting the entire replica 
set. When all the secondaries are upgraded, you can 
demote the primary replica to secondary and upgrade 
it. 
User should consider the following points while 
deploying the replica set: 

 The number of nodes in the cluster should 
be an odd number, including the arbiters 
(which are just for participating in the 
election of primary).There won’t be any 
problem while electing the primary.  

 Consider keeping one or two members of 
the set in an off-site data centre, but make 
sure they cannot become primary by 
setting the priority.  

 Keep track of all the members 
geographically distributed in case if any 
network partitions.  

 
While issuing write commands to the system, 

MongoDB allows one to specify the level of 
availability, this is called Write Concern. There are 
different options available to configure like write 
acknowledged, journal safe, errors ignored, replica 
safe, unacknowledged and data center safe to make 
sure operations have been performed successfully and 
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data is consistent. 
To ensure the most recent state of database and to 

read own writes by default, all reads can be made 
against the primary in MongoDB. By allowing reads 
from secondary, read throughput of database can be 
increased. But non-primary reads are appropriate only 
in cases where updates are relatively low. So by using 
MongoDB’s Replication feature users can make their 
applications highly available except during power 
failures. 

2) Journaling 
MongoDB implements write-ahead journaling to 

allow fast crash recovery and consistency. It is enabled 
by default for 64 bit platforms. MongoDB writes the 
change operation to journal before applying it to data 
files and it happens for every 100ms.This setting can 
be configured according to the application. So the time 
between the journal commits represents the data loss. 
We can tune the performance by reducing the disk 
contention through placement of files in separate 
storage devices. 
C. Scaling of Data using MongoDB  

MongoDB does the horizontal scaling, which is 
nothing but adding more machines into your pool of 
resources. It is also often based on partitioning of data 
i.e., each node contains only part of data. With 
horizontal scaling it is often easier to scale 
dynamically by adding more machines into the 
existing pool. 

 
Let us discuss how does MongoDB provides 

horizontal scaling using Sharding feature. 
3) Sharding 

The purpose of scaling a database is to avoid 
running out of memory and manage huge volumes of 
data without adding additional servers. This technique 
is called ‘Sharding’, used in MongoDB. MongoDB 
distributes data across multiple physical partitions 
called ‘Shards’. Shard is the node of a cluster. It can be 
a single Mongod or replica set. Config Server stores 
cluster chunk ranges and locations. 

 
One Config server is enough for learning or 

development but three of them are advisable for 
production. Mongos acts as a router between the 
Config server and application server. While 
designing, users should decide whether to implement 
sharding based on the capacity and RAM. It will 
become difficult later to deploy sharding without 
impacting the application’s performance. 

 
Sharding uses range based partitioning to distribute 

a collection of documents based on the Shard Key, 
because shard keys and their values cannot be updated. 
It is critical to select a good shard key because values 
of the shard key determine the physical storage of 
documents and routing of the queries through cluster. 
Data will be distributed in chunks and one chunk is of 

64MB by default. Chunk will split if it exceeds the 
maximum limit. A balancer runs to balance the data 
between shards. If data in one shard exceeds then 
balancer on mongos will send a move chunk command 
to the source shard and the destination shard will start 
pulling documents from the source shard. This is 
called ‘Dynamic Data Balancing’. Everything is 
automated here. Only manual intervention is to set the 
sharding true for a collection and select the shard key. 

As shown in Figure 3, ‘Application Server requests 
data through ‘mongos’ which acts as a router.  
‘Mongos’ receives the respective ‘shard’ information 
from the ‘Config Server’ which holds the data and 
sends it to ‘Application Server’. 

   
Figure 3: MongoDB Cluster 

 
III. MORE TO KNOW ABOUT MONGODB 
 

MongoDB uses JSON-style documents which are 
simple and powerful for dynamic data update and 
retrieving. It doesn’t have any restrictions on the 
documents you store. It is for large un-structured or 
semi-structured records. It provides full index support 
and map/reduce facility. MongoDB uses rich query 
model unlike relational data models which avoids 
need for joins, because of which achieves higher 
transactions rate. In MongoDB Reads and writes are 
distributed over shards. It allows adding Capacity 
through additional virtual machines on demand, in a 
way provides horizontal scaling. It supports full 
consistency and transactional updates.  

 
All NoSQL databases are based on CAP theorem 

and MongoDB is no exception from it.  CAP stands for 
– Consistency, Availability and tolerance to network 
partitions. CAP theorem states that one can only have 
two of consistency, availability, and tolerance to 
network partitions at the same time. In distributed 
systems, network partitioning is inevitable and must 
be tolerated, so essential CAP means that we cannot 
have both consistency and 100% availability. 

 
Where MongoDB does stands in CAP? The answer 

for this is, MongoDB is strongly consistent by default - 
if you do a write and then do a read, assuming the 
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write was successful you will always be able to read the 
result of the write you just read. This is because 
MongoDB is a single-master system and all reads go 
to the primary by default. If you optionally enable 
reading from the secondaries then MongoDB becomes 
eventually consistent where it's possible to read 
out-of-date results. MongoDB also gets 
high-availability through automatic failover in replica 
sets. 
 
IV. CAVEATS 
 

MongoDB doesn’t provide ACID transactions. In 
MongoDB, if one shard node fails another can take 
over until the failed shard node recovers. But if a 
Config server fails, it cannot perform any operations 
on it. MongoDB does not provide transaction 
management. Let us consider one example to go brief 
here. Say two users ‘A’ and ‘B’ performing operations 
on same document in MongoDB. Assume user ‘A’ 
performs an update on the document, in mean time 
user ‘B’ has already updated the document and created 
a newer version for the document without knowing 
that user ‘A’ performing an operation on it. 

 
Basically MongoDB with better relationship 

support (from integrity constraints to join) and 
transaction would be perfect. Yet, while the 
relationship support can and is likely to improve over 
time, the transaction aspect feels like way more 
remote. It simply doesn’t match with the current 
performance minded approach and, furthermore, 
would imply a massive amount of changes. MongoDB 
performs lazy writes due to its memory-mapped file 
management. There is no built-in query browser 
available.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

CONCLUSION 
 

As an aggregate oriented database, MongoDB 
works best when most data interaction is done with 
same aggregate. MongoDB is a web scale database 
and doesn’t support Sql or joins, so it’s high 
performance. It is a document database that doesn’t 
need joins, instead uses map/reduce. As MongoDB 
writes to memory mapped files, it can improve its 
write-throughput factor by 10. It uses atomic modifiers 
for contention-free performance. It stores files of any 
size without complicating your stalk. If you need 
performance on large database systems, prefer to 
define indexes and not map-reduce functions, want to 
store audio/video and need good transaction rate , use 
the MongoDB. It doesn’t require lot of RAM.  

MongoDB is a powerful tool, whose document 
orientation really helps reducing the infamous 
impedance mismatch, thus greatly reducing mapping 
issues. Its indexation abilities, especially of "in 
document" lists, are also impressive, as are its 
performances overall. So as said, users can make their 
applications highly available and scalable using 
MongoDB’s Replication and Sharding features. 
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